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track your argyle pink diamond each is inscribed with unique number to assure you of its verified chain
of custody from the mine to your point of purchase check for your argyle pink diamonds gem
identification document argyle certificate check online check the argyle pink diamond inscription
number and validate the certificte number authentication argyle pink and blue diamonds exhibit a range
of unique characteristics so stones undergo multiple tests to confirm their fluorescence infra red
absorption visible absorption visible microscopic features photoluminescience spectroscopy and
photochromism the collector s edition provides an ideal platform for the future grading of argyle pink
diamonds especially those purchased on the secondary markets older diamonds from private collections
which may be without their original certificates lot numbers and inscriptions and diamonds smaller than
0 08ct argyle pink diamonds are treasures of nature and their rarity and value make them susceptible to
counterfeiting to protect your investment and ensure the authenticity of these exquisite gems follow the
steps outlined in this article argyle pink diamond is one of the rarest and most expensive diamonds
globally de beers mined it in 2017 and it is estimated to be worth 50 million it has been discovered that
at least three other mines produce a similar argyle pink color look up your argyle identification number
online verify your diamond every diamond cut and polished at the argyle diamond mine is laser
inscribed with its own argyle identification number this unique number is used to authenticate its origin
and guarantee a chain of custody when purchasing an argyle pink diamond the argyle certificate is a
must it is the only document that is trusted worldwide and can insure that your pink diamond is of
argyle origin the secondary security measure would be the id no that is laser inscribed on the girdle of
your pink diamond diamond check results this information has been generated against the inserted
number from historical records held by argyle diamonds limited it does not constitute a representation
as to origin or authenticity of the referenced diamond read our guide and learn more about the colours
of the argyle pink diamond there are plenty of important factors when it comes to what to invest your
money in however when grading pink diamonds there are a few things to be aware of the argyle pink
colour chart was created by argyle to grade the different shades tones and saturations of argyle pink
diamonds accurately it is found on argyle certificates on argyle parcel papers and reproduced on third
party seller certificates the argyle pink diamonds found in the mine are usually more of a bubblegum
like pink tone with an excellent appearance red however is the rarest color of argyle diamond argyle
diamond rarity and prices the argyle mine supplies over 90 of the world s pink diamonds these
diamonds can be verified by contacting the retailer from which they were purchased however argyle
pink diamonds over fifteen points purchased with documentation since 2009 can be verified online
through the diamond check service argylepinkdiamonds com diamondcheck the argyle pink diamonds
are divided into 4 categories purplish pink pp pink rose pr pink p and pink champagne pc once the color
designation is assigned each stone receives a number value between 1 9 to convey the intensity of
color 1 being the highest and 9 being the lowest pink kimberley combines the natural beauty of argyle
pink diamonds with award winning australian contemporary design it was named after the precious
stones central to the design and the place where they are found tenders and sealed bids each year an
annual argyle pink diamond tender takes place this invitation only event attracts master jewellers
around the world since it began in 1984 held yearly the event unveils a selection of fifty to sixty
diamonds shown at private viewings across the world while an estimated 72 80 per cent of argyle s 865
million carat output was brown stones branded as champagne chocolate and cognac diamonds its most
enduring legacy is as the home of the world s most vivid reds and pinks which made up less than 1 per
cent of its output one of the four hearts offered a 2 61 ct fancy intense pink was the most valuable heart
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shaped pink diamond ever to come from the argyle mine exuding passion romance and warmth it was
named the argyle amour the argyle pink colour chart was created by argyle to grade the different
shades tones and saturations of argyle pink diamonds accurately it is found on argyle certificates on
argyle parcel papers and reproduced on third party seller certificates 2013 argyle pink diamonds tender
brings the world s rarest red pink and blue diamonds to tokyo all the way from western australia to the
metropolis of tokyo the argyle diamonds are now having a japanese showcase one that features the
rarest of the rare



argyle pink diamonds gem identification and authenticity May 13 2024 track your argyle pink diamond
each is inscribed with unique number to assure you of its verified chain of custody from the mine to
your point of purchase check for your argyle pink diamonds gem identification document
check argyle pink diamond certificate authenticity online Apr 12 2024 argyle certificate check
online check the argyle pink diamond inscription number and validate the certificte number
authentication
how can i prove my diamond is an argyle diamond ninasjewellery Mar 11 2024 argyle pink and
blue diamonds exhibit a range of unique characteristics so stones undergo multiple tests to confirm
their fluorescence infra red absorption visible absorption visible microscopic features
photoluminescience spectroscopy and photochromism
the collector s edition Feb 10 2024 the collector s edition provides an ideal platform for the future
grading of argyle pink diamonds especially those purchased on the secondary markets older diamonds
from private collections which may be without their original certificates lot numbers and inscriptions and
diamonds smaller than 0 08ct
argyle pink diamonds how to authenticate and verify their origin Jan 09 2024 argyle pink
diamonds are treasures of nature and their rarity and value make them susceptible to counterfeiting to
protect your investment and ensure the authenticity of these exquisite gems follow the steps outlined in
this article
how much are pink argyle diamonds worth astteria Dec 08 2023 argyle pink diamond is one of the
rarest and most expensive diamonds globally de beers mined it in 2017 and it is estimated to be worth
50 million it has been discovered that at least three other mines produce a similar argyle pink color
check my diamond australian diamond portfolio Nov 07 2023 look up your argyle identification number
online verify your diamond every diamond cut and polished at the argyle diamond mine is laser
inscribed with its own argyle identification number this unique number is used to authenticate its origin
and guarantee a chain of custody
buy only argyle certified argyle diamonds pink kimberley Oct 06 2023 when purchasing an argyle pink
diamond the argyle certificate is a must it is the only document that is trusted worldwide and can insure
that your pink diamond is of argyle origin the secondary security measure would be the id no that is
laser inscribed on the girdle of your pink diamond
diamond check results argyle pink diamonds Sep 05 2023 diamond check results this information has
been generated against the inserted number from historical records held by argyle diamonds limited it
does not constitute a representation as to origin or authenticity of the referenced diamond
what to look for when investing in an argyle pink diamond Aug 04 2023 read our guide and learn
more about the colours of the argyle pink diamond there are plenty of important factors when it comes
to what to invest your money in however when grading pink diamonds there are a few things to be
aware of
the argyle pink diamond chart explained sylvie dibbs Jul 03 2023 the argyle pink colour chart was
created by argyle to grade the different shades tones and saturations of argyle pink diamonds
accurately it is found on argyle certificates on argyle parcel papers and reproduced on third party seller
certificates
argyle diamonds where they re from and what you should know Jun 02 2023 the argyle pink diamonds
found in the mine are usually more of a bubblegum like pink tone with an excellent appearance red
however is the rarest color of argyle diamond argyle diamond rarity and prices the argyle mine supplies
over 90 of the world s pink diamonds
learn about argyle pink diamonds and select ateliers in the May 01 2023 these diamonds can be verified
by contacting the retailer from which they were purchased however argyle pink diamonds over fifteen
points purchased with documentation since 2009 can be verified online through the diamond check
service argylepinkdiamonds com diamondcheck
argyle diamond buying guide the demise of a great artist Mar 31 2023 the argyle pink diamonds are
divided into 4 categories purplish pink pp pink rose pr pink p and pink champagne pc once the color
designation is assigned each stone receives a number value between 1 9 to convey the intensity of
color 1 being the highest and 9 being the lowest



argyle pink diamond colour guide pink kimberley diamonds Feb 27 2023 pink kimberley
combines the natural beauty of argyle pink diamonds with award winning australian contemporary
design it was named after the precious stones central to the design and the place where they are found
pink diamonds a beginner s guide to argyle pink diamonds Jan 29 2023 tenders and sealed bids
each year an annual argyle pink diamond tender takes place this invitation only event attracts master
jewellers around the world since it began in 1984 held yearly the event unveils a selection of fifty to
sixty diamonds shown at private viewings across the world
from birth to timeless legacy the complete story of argyle Dec 28 2022 while an estimated 72 80 per
cent of argyle s 865 million carat output was brown stones branded as champagne chocolate and
cognac diamonds its most enduring legacy is as the home of the world s most vivid reds and pinks
which made up less than 1 per cent of its output
exceptional pink to red diamonds a celebration of the 30th Nov 26 2022 one of the four hearts
offered a 2 61 ct fancy intense pink was the most valuable heart shaped pink diamond ever to come
from the argyle mine exuding passion romance and warmth it was named the argyle amour
the argyle pink colour chart colours grades explained Oct 26 2022 the argyle pink colour chart
was created by argyle to grade the different shades tones and saturations of argyle pink diamonds
accurately it is found on argyle certificates on argyle parcel papers and reproduced on third party seller
certificates
2013 argyle pink diamonds tender brings the world s rarest Sep 24 2022 2013 argyle pink diamonds
tender brings the world s rarest red pink and blue diamonds to tokyo all the way from western australia
to the metropolis of tokyo the argyle diamonds are now having a japanese showcase one that features
the rarest of the rare
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